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Abstract

The aims of this research was to know how far program of football athlete development was effectively successful, how was situation of sport school, whether input is complete supporting this program, whether outputs of this program produced properly without challenge and whether outcomes of this program regenerated correctly without matter. To evaluate this program properly and intensively, so it was used logic model program which consists of situation of sport school, input of this program, outputs of this program and outcomes of this program. Methodology of this research used technique of collecting data by observations, interviews, questionnaires, and documentations study. Analysis of collecting data use triangulation technique which gotten by data resources, namely; organizer/coach and staff of sport school, the athlete, athlete’s parents, and society. The results of this research was found and can be concluded that situation of sport school, input and outputs of this program have been being done fairly well, whereas outcomes of this program have been extended impact very well.
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The development of the sports world can not be separated with the progress of joint life of society, nation, and state. Exercise is not only a necessity to maintain body fitness, but has penetrated in all sectors of life. Furthermore, sports achievements can raise the dignity of human beings, individually, in groups, communities, nations and countries.

Sports achievement can be achieved through a systematic, planned, regular, and continuous development process. Achievement of peak performance needs to be elaborated in a comprehensive concept in a tiered form of coaching. In this case, the achievement of the peak of national sport is pursued through a national sports coaching pattern that refers to the pyramid system. The pyramid system in question encompasses cultivation, seeding, performance development to achieve peak performance, with a systematic coaching stage it will produce high sports achievement. Therefore, the government and the managers must with the same intention synergy to design sports coaching program.

Achievement of sports achievement is highly dependent on the application of sports performance system in a country. Bompa (2000: 20) argues that sports coaching systems should be concentrated and be a reference to (1) physical education and national sports organizations in school programs, recreation and sports club clubs and national sports organization structures (2) systems of training exercise applied.

The sports coaching system of emerging achievement in Indonesia is football. Football is a simple and secret game of a good football game is doing the simplest things as well as possible (Batty, 2007: 4). According to Scheunemann (2008: 70), Soedjono (1995: 16), Harsono (2000: 100) The rules applicable in the game of football in official matches are determined by FIFA (Federation International De Football Association). This opinion is reinforced by Clive Gifford; which states that basically a game of football is a simple game. The goal of soccer sports is that players insert the ball as much as possible into the opposing goal and try to keep their own net, so as not to enter the ball (Rahmani, 2014: 99), Irianto (2010: 3).

Important factors in the guidance of soccer athletes are: First physical exercise, Second practice technique, Third tactical exercise, Fourth mental workout. These four fakor are required to
have by football athletes (Herwin, 2004: 78), Hidayat (2014: 49), Suharto (2000: 102). According to Gheeto TW (2014: 43) that the techniques that must be possessed by a football player are free kick, kicking, stopping, dribbling, heading, tackling, in (throw-in), and keep the goal (goal keeping). AFC (2000: 20) states that the basic training materials for juniors are as follows: (1) dribbling, (2) ball feeling, (3) passing and support, (4) conrolling, (5) running with the ball, (6) tackling, (7) shooting, (8) creative football, (9) goalkeeping, (10) small side games, (11) defending play, (12) attacking play, (13) team organization in 11 vs. 11.

One of the most basic strategies in improving sports in Indonesia, especially in the field of football is to focus and orientate the development of football as early as possible, which is to foster and develop football (sport) for young people from an early age (Harsono 2000: 65). Development and development of sports that are part of efforts to improve the quality of human resources. This effort is directed at improving the physical, mental, and spiritual health of the community; the formation of character and personality, discipline and sportsmanship are high; as well as improvements in achievements that can inspire national pride.

National sports coaching involves important components other than identified coaching paths. Components in the national sports coaching system are: 1) objectives, 2) management, 3) manpower factors, 4) athletes, 5) infrastructure, 6) structure and content of the program, 7) learning resources, 8) methodology, 9) evaluation and research, as well as 10) funds (Harsuki, 2003: 37). Conceptually, the component components that are identified are very important for the implementation of the process of macro-level sports training at national level or club level micro level.

The evaluation process should be done comprehensively so that the results of the form of information must be completely valid and reliable. This information is then used to construct a coaching program. This means that evaluation should be done thoroughly to find out the supporting elements of a program. A program is not just a single activity that can be completed in a short time, but is a continuous activity for implementing a policy. Therefore, sports coaching program needs to be evaluated so that sport achievement can be known increase from year to year.

By evaluating the program will be found the fact of implementation of public policy in the field that the results can be positive or negative. Professional evaluations will result in objective findings that are valid findings and with very little errors. By karana it needs to be determined appropriate evaluation method to develop sports coaching program.

One of the implementation of the coaching process is a club under the branch manager (Pengcab). In the process of guidance to the highest achievement, sports club (club) is in a strategic place, because it is in the leading position and become the spearhead of achievement coaching. In addition to the club as one of the pengenggra sports coaching process, the government also conducts sports coaching through formal schools namely junior and senior high school.

The sportsmanship program to improve sports performance among learners has been implemented through various activities. These activities include: sports coaching, sports pemasalan, pemanduan talent, improving the quality of coach / trainer sports and development of sports facilities / facilities. These activities are also supported by the construction of various sports facilities and infrastructure in schools. such as the First High School (JSS) and Senior High School (SMA) Ragunan.

Football athletes coaching program at SMA Negeri Ragunan has been done since 1977, but see the current conditions are still not optimal. This is due to the guidance is still not paying attention to aspects of its management. The picture shows the condition of prerequisite and post-coaching which is still there are weaknesses, namely:

1. There has been no evaluation of the extent to which the successful implementation of football athletes coaching program in SMA Negeri Ragunan.
2. Guidance has not produced graduates who are capable of better than before. The reality on the ground shows that after following the coaching there has been no maximum performance improvement or achievement.

3. There has been no evaluation of post-athletes following the coaching of football athletes (impact).

   Coaching, education and training can be successful if athletes can receive and experience the right knowledge, skill, and attitude. This ability is provided by the appropriate instructor / trainer and the use of methods and media specifically designed to improve performance / competence. This can only be known when program evaluation is conducted continuously and programmatically.

   According to Donald and James (2006: 17) there are several reasons why training evaluation is necessary, namely: (1) to determine the effectiveness of a training program and obtain information to develop future training programs; (2) to determine whether training programs forwarded, modified, or discontinued, (3) to provide concrete evidence of the existence of training institutions by showing their contribution to the goals and objectives of the company. Thus, evaluation of the implementation of coaching is done to ensure the occurrence of learning process that leads to increased competence needs to be done. Evaluations should be conducted periodically to enable repeatable and sustainable coaching.

   Evaluation by Hogan (2004: 2), Stufflebeam (1994: 9), McDavid (2006: 11) is one of the links in the system of coaching, education and training. According to Djaali and Muljon (2008: 1) evaluation is the process of assessing something based on predetermined criteria or objectives which are then followed by decision making on the object being evaluated, so according to Djemari Mardap (2008: 8), evaluation is one of a series of activities in improving quality, performance or productivity of an institution unit in implementing a program, an institution in implementing its program must conduct a series of activities by improving the quality, performance and productivity.

   Evaluation from the time of its implementation can be at the beginning of the planning process, in the middle of the implementation process, at the end of the implementation of the training, or after the participants are at work (Purwanto, 1999: 1), In the process of implementation of the training, evaluation is intended to seek input from participants, instructors, and organizers about classrooms, teaching and learning, materials availability, accommodation, and consumption all beneficial to the improvement of ongoing education.

   To see the effectiveness of football athletes coaching program in SMA Ragunan, it is necessary to evaluate the reaction of participants / athletes on the implementation of educational programs. This evaluation is to know the change of knowledge level, skill, and positive attitude of participant after following program of football athlete coaching. The most important thing that is expected to be seen is the change in worker behavior of the participants / athletes after returning to the home or club environment, and the increasing impact on the productivity level of the work unit.

   The program evaluation model used in this evaluation study is the logic model because it has the ability to measure and assess a more comprehensive coaching program and be able to show a series of causal relationships. Logic Model is a description of how a program is implemented, a road map that emphasizes how a program should work, what activities should be done before doing other activities so that the expected results can be achieved (Barkman, 2000: 4), McDavid (2006: 41). According to Milica (2011: 11), Frechting (2007: 25), Rusdi Akbar (2013: 37), component of logic model result of evaluation model development consisting of six that is: situation, input, activities, outputs, outcomes, external factor, six these components are interrelated and form a systematic work step. According to Powell who dikutif by McCawley (2002: 11) that the element logic model can be identified with 4 (four) stage evaluation of the program ie situation, input, output and outcomes.

   **METHOD**

   The evaluation research of this coaching program is conducted at special school of sportsman (SKO) that is at SMA Negeri Sport Ragunan South Jakarta and at area of origin and also club which shaded athletes. Evaluation time will be conducted from November to January 2017.
This evaluation study used case study method with logic model. This logic model of evaluation dominates assessment and discloses cause and gives in-depth information about events during the program, decomposed comprehensively both internally and externally, this model gives a response to something to be achieved.

Data collection techniques are sourced from primary and secondary data. Primary data is data obtained directly from research at SMA Negeri Sport Ragunan. Secondary data is taken from the existing data in the form of policies, operational guidance / standardization of programming. Data collection in research at SMA Negeri Sport Ragunan this, implemented through several instruments; observation, interview, questionnaire, and documentation. The data analysis technique used in this research is Description and Analysis of Data, Interpretation, Judgment, and Recommendation, where the technique of analysis was developed by Patton (Stufflebeam and Shinkfield, 2007: 441).

Description and analysis describes the data of research findings into narrative text. The data obtained is categorized according to subject matter made in matrix form so it is easy to see patterns of relationship one data with other data. With the data descriptions, it will make it easier to understand and analyze what happens to the program, then plan the next work based on the results of the analysis.

Interpretation: Interpretation of data is an attempt to interpret the data that can be taken by way of reviewing the symptoms based on his point of view. This interpretation study involves several important things in a research that is in the form of discussions, conclusions, and implications such as: flashbacks of major findings and how research questions are answered, researcher reflection on the meaning of data, researcher views contrasted with literature review (theoretical), and suggestions for further research.

Judgment: is to provide value to the data after the analysis and interpreted. Determining worthiness or value means solving the extent to which data are able to provide a descriptive statistical value in a report. Data needs to be organized, organized, and organized in the form of whether the outcome is positive or negative, good or bad, is needed or not?. And does the data meet the standards that researchers want?

Recommendation: after the process of data interpretation by synthesizing the data that has been collected while continuing to perform the verification process to the conclusions that have been
made tentatively, which then can be formulated a more appropriate conclusion. The final conclusion will be a recommendation and a decision of this study (Patton, 1997: 307).

RESULT

1. Evaluation of school situation

Evaluation of the situation by all assessors above can be clarified through the table presented below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Responden</th>
<th>SITUATION</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>83.6%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Society</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Athlete SKO</td>
<td>84.1%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Athlete PPOP</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decision:
The school environment situation is good enough, Aspects that need to fix is:
- Internal and external environment
- Spatial arrangement
- Implementation policy
- Coaching programs should be tailored to the objectives to be achieved that are national and international standards

In the table presented above, it can be seen that globally the school complex situation is in good condition, as well as the vision of the school mission and the foundation of good environment, the internal and external environment of the school and the wider space is good enough, as well as the policy of organizing and the suitability between the program and the goals and objectives to be achieved.

Based on the comparison of success criteria of soccer coaching program situation, it is clear that the situation of the school of football athlete at SMA Negeri Sport Ragunan Jakarta still does not meet the criteria. This is because the party who runs the school athletes football training has not maximized condition of the school situation in a good / adequate and conducive.

2. Input Evaluation

The results of questionnaires from all respondents, managers / trainers, parents, communities, alumni and athletes can be illustrated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure Categorization of Successful Situations by All Appraisers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Athlete</th>
<th>Coach</th>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>90.6%</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>84.0%</td>
<td>84.1%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
<td>92.4%</td>
<td>92.4%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Society</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>77.0%</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
<td>83.9%</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Athlete SKO</td>
<td>83.9%</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
<td>80.5%</td>
<td>71.0%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>83.1%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Athlete PPOP</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>85.1%</td>
<td>87.1%</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Category | % | 87.2% | 89.9% | 82.9% | 78.9% | 87.8% | 84.2% | 84.6% | Medium |

### Decision:
Based on input evaluation, competency aspect of coach and athlete coaching method have fulfilled program success standard.

Aspects that need to be addressed are:

1. High-qualified athletes athletes should be more selective
2. Fund
   - The government should budget the appropriate funds for the sustainability of the athletes coaching program
   - The central government must immediately provide funds to create a special school of athletes of international standard
3. Managers must be creative to seek and cooperate with partners
4. Management
   - Time Management
   - Attendance of managers, coaches, assistants and athletes
   - Administration

From the results of this interview it can be seen that the trainer has done his job well in applying the method of coaching athletes that have been systematized.

While the facilities and infrastructure (facilities) is an integral part of input, supporting athletes coaching program. Complete facilities and adequate to support the success of football athletes coaching program at the State Sports complex Ragunan Jakarta. Football athletes coaching facilities include; learning support tools, soccer coaching facilities and football training equipment.

In connection with the above, then it can be said components of infrastructure facilities athletes coaching program works quite well, as presented below:

### Table of Infrastructure Appraisal by All Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning Support Tools</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Facilities Of Coaching Program</td>
<td>56.1%</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Football Training Equipment</td>
<td>66.9%</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Category | % | 65.7% | 63.3% | 69.6% | 66.4% | Medium |

### Decision:
Based on input sub-evaluation, infrastructure of athlete coaching program has medium.
Aspects that need to be addressed are
1. Learning support tools
   - Sound system or wireless, LCD, Computer, technology, Multimedia
   - Worship room and library
2. Coaching program facilities
   - Playstation (PS game football) and futsal field should be provided
   - Football field and toilet / toilet / WC must be repaired and added in number, also provided synthetic field
   - Office space, dormitory, fitness, sports equipment, means of consumption infrastructure and public kitchen should be addressed
3. Football training equipment
   - Statues should be provided
   - Other equipment repaired

Judging from the graph above indicates that athletes and the public assess the components of infrastructure facilities athletes coaching programs still do not support the athlete coaching activities. Of course automatically the athlete coaching program that run can not take place smoothly because there are some obstacles infrastructure suggestions in achieving the success of athletes coaching program.

**Figure Categorization of Infrastructure Success by All Appraisers**

3. Evaluate Outputs

Based on the results of questionnaires by all respondents about the outputs showed a fairly high number. This is seen from the table presented below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table of Output Assessment by All Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Decision:**
Based on the output evaluation, the program of football athlete training has a medium or good enough accuracy.

Aspects that need to be burdened are:
1. Participant:
   - Athletes should often be involved in competitions at national and international levels
   - Competitions / leagues are held regularly and tiered
2. Activities:
   - Trainers should plan variation of exercise program
   - Implementation of supervision and supervision should be done in a planned and
sustainable by all parties, especially managers
- Application of athlete coaching strategies and methods should be improved so that the results can be in accordance with PSSI standards, AFC and even FIFA standards

3. Direct Product
- Athletes should often be given motivation, because many athletes are saturated

The table presented above shows that the managers / trainers, athlete's parents, the community, alumni, athletes, athletes SKO Kemenpora and PPOP athletes assess the outputs of the football athletes coaching program, the success outs of athletes. The results of the assessment of outputs about participant, activities and direct product, obtained a very good result. Surely this has not brought an optimal impact for the continuity of the program.

These findings show that the outputs issued from the football athletes coaching program at the State Sports High School Ragunan Jakarta is quite good. This indicates that the outputs of athletes and coaches’ contributions to events and competitions at national or international levels are still not optimal, as well as training activities and results obtained by athletes are not yet categorized as successful

4. Evaluasi Outcomes

Based on the results of questionnaires by all assessors about outcomes showed a fairly high number. This is seen from the table presented below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>OUTCOMES</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>88.8%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Society</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>84.7%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Athlete SKO</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Athlete PPOP</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.4%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Category: Good

Decision:
Based on outcomes evaluation, coaching program of athlete of football has high actuality. Aspects that need to be addressed are:
Form of local and central government attention to the welfare of alumni athletes and trainers

From visualized graphs, it is seen that outcomes of athletes coaching programs consist of; short term, medium term and long term has been successfully implemented.
Figure Categorization of Successful Situations by Society

From these findings it appears that the impact of short and medium jagka from football athletes coaching program has progressed and categorized well. This suggests that outcomes of athlete coaching programs have gained significant success helping athletes achieve achievement.

DISCUSSION

1. Situation

The criteria for the success of the evaluation of the situation is the existence of the policy / basis / foundation of the program implementation in accordance with the goals, objectives, vision and mission and create a conducive situation / situation in implementing the program of football athletes training. Under such conditions, the program of football athlete training can run success in the effort to foster athletes. Based on the findings in the field, determine the decision that the evaluation of the situation is in the category of actuality or moderately good / adequate. All aspects of the situation need revamping and improvement.

The findings indicate that creating a conducive atmosphere of confusion still needs to be improved, due to the wide variety of ethnic, religious, racial and customary athletes' origins. Every inhabitant of the athlete's athletic complex must be of high tolerance, because if this is not done well in creating a conducive situation, it will inevitably impede the implementation of athletes development activities. So that the program athlete football coaching is applied will not achieve success optimally even the program will run haltingly and difficult to obtain success.

Based on the observations made, it can be seen that the external environment of the school is in good condition. The community and the inhabitants of the athlete school complex are side by side quite well, but on the other hand still need to be improved the security system and its comfort.

The vast conditions of school space can also determine the success of football athletes coaching program. If the circumstances of school space freely, then the activities undertaken athletes in undergoing athlete training will feel comfortable without obstacles so that the program can run well. Automatically the program can meet the success criteria of the program. On the other hand, when there is insufficient and narrow space for school space, this will make the athlete's development activity slow, and it is difficult to achieve the program's success criteria.

Based on the results of observation shows that the condition of the wider space of the center of coaching athletes football SMA Negeri Sport Ragunan still need to be in good spatial management, given the land is not so large where the number of residents and many people around that often use sports facilities to make wide space feels cramped.

Based on the findings in the field, managers feel the need for policy synchronization made by central and local government, considering the Ragunan sports school is used by more than two agencies. Where selamaini central and local governments overlap and rely on each other, so in the end the athlete coaching program is disrupted. Like the improvement of athlete training facilities and infrastructure, the central government handed over improvements to the regions, while relying on the central government. Such a policy must be resolved and resolved, in order for athletes to succeed and achieve.

From the components of the school situation that has been described above, it can be concluded that the linkage between these components is strong enough to support the activities of athletes coaching program. If one of the components is not good enough / adequate, then the athlete coaching program will experience obstacles in meeting the criteria of the success of the program set. Therefore, to achieve the target of the success criteria of the program, the components of the school situation that are less good / adequate need to be repaired immediately.
2. Input

The success criteria for input evaluation are the ability of athletes to be above average, high coach competence, sufficient funds, good partner contributions, adequate infrastructure, good program curriculum and good sports management. With such conditions, then the program of football athletes who run can be said to succeed in the effort to build football athletes.

Based on the findings in the field, determined that the input evaluation is in the category of topicality or good enough / adequate. Where 2 sub aspect of input have entered in successful category while 4 more still need improvement and repair.

Based on the criteria of the success of the football athlete coaching program, the athletes received by the Ragunan Sports State Senior High School must have an above-average qualification. The research findings reveal that the criteria or minimum limit of new athlete's input should have 1, 2, 3 achievement at the provincial or national champion and even international champion, this shows that the manager has set a strict recruitment system so that new athletes will be more achievers again when later following the coaching program. Findings based on interviews indicate that the selection process is done online or online, after which send administrative files, medical tests, physical tests and interviews. An important part of using online recruitment is that avoiding cheating in athletes' acceptance and outcomes is better and can reflect the true athlete's ability.

Standard trainers and coaching staff also plays an important role in efforts to meet the target of the success criteria of football athletes coaching program at SMA Negeri sport Ragunan Jakarta. The result of observation and documentation in the field found that the higher education level of the trainer from SMA / equivalent and have expertise in accordance with the field of science, the quality of the trainers has also been proven, has brought its players Berjaya become champion in national level and even bias compete in international level. Therefore, the criterion of competency criteria of trainers has met the criteria of successful athlete development program that is set, but still must be upgraded to remain more achievers again.

The next discussion is the funds used to finance the activities of athletes coaching program. Funds have an important and sensitive role in the process of coaching athletes, as they require substantial funds. If funds are insufficient for the financing of the program, then automatically the coaching program must be hampered, so budget planning and realization of budget usage must be adjusted properly. The findings in the field revealed that the operational funds derived from the state budget for athletes coaching program activities are still inadequate, in addition to the amount of funds needed for the improvement of facilities and infrastructure, for basic needs are still lacking, for example funds for eating athletes still do not meet the standards that should at meals by athletes, as well as funds to meet medicinal needs for athletes who are sick. Thus, operational funds still do not meet the criteria of program success.

The findings of the field show that the fact that the partners have contributed to overcome the funding for program financing, one of which is the Brebes district government contributed to the SKO Kemenpora players in the soeratin championship event of Central Java and National zone, where the players have proved it by becoming champion soeratin Central Java and National Soeratin champion. To finance such a large competition is required of very large funds, if not assisted by partners and only rely on funds from the state budget, it can be estimated that athletes can not show their abilities to the maximum and become the champion and boast the name of the State. There are even some players who have contributed internationally, one of them is Egi Maulana Vikri's brother, he became the dominant player in world championship in Spain and became a World Champion, this success is inseparable from the role of partners.

Contribution from partners still needs to be improved. one of the roles of experts and community support in general, because the contribution of partners to smooth the process of coaching athletes is still in the medium category, meaning the help of partners to smooth the process
of athlete development still needs to be addressed so that the success criteria of football athletes coaching program can be fulfilled.

Based on the findings in the field and the results of the study documentation shows that the preparation of methods by trainers made within a period of one year and must be agreed by the manager, the planning method is tailored to the goals to be achieved that is achievement at national and international level. The preparation of this method seems to work as described above.

The method of coaching athletes soccer applied in the State Sports SMA Ragunan refers to the standard of PSSI, AFC even adopted from the theory put forward by Timmo Scheunemann which in fact its curriculum made standard FIFA, technically the method is applied very well and categorized so high the success of the program has been achieved.

The next discussion about sports management, based on the success criteria of football athlete training program, the management has an important role in helping the success of athletes coaching program, which is good time management, attendance manager, coach, staff and athletes high, administration and school performance is good.

Every day of practice, coaches and athletes are always disciplined in carrying out an exercise program, if any athlete or coach who arrives late without clear training, will automatically get the sangki and late exercise and even bias interfere with other exercise programs. The administration of the coaching program is already good as the administrative process when the athlete will go home, there must be a permit from the boarding house, and known to the parents. Likewise with competitions and tournaments to be followed by athletes must be with the knowledge of the manager either Kemenpora or Sports Department DKI. But there is still a need to fix about the performance of managers, so the overall management of athletes coaching programs are moderate, still need to be addressed so that the success criteria of football athletes coaching program can be fulfilled.

Based on the observation that found that the supporting facilities of athletes supporting facilities is complete enough, it still needs a little improvement so it does not hamper the athlete development activities ie sound system or wireless, LCD, computer, multimedia technology, worship room and library, therefore these learning support tools still need to be addressed so that the bias meets the criteria of success.

In addition, the facilities of athletes coaching program is still moderate or sufficient enough, even there are still not yet available even damaged such as futsal field that must be immediately provided, while the football field which number 3 field condition is damaged, if in the rain field will be inundated unusable and the soil mud is very disturbing to the exercise program, if the dry mud makes the field harder causing frequent injuries to the athlete, this is really very disturbing and hinders the exercise program. The condition of the toilet room was very worrisome conditions, coaches and athletes feel very uncomfortable when using it. The condition of other facilities requires a little improvement, thus from these findings, the state of the training program facilities are moderate or sufficient enough, so it still does not meet the criteria of program success. Football training equipment is also in good enough condition or sufficient, athletes only need a statue to manambah collection of existing equipment in addition to other files in the fix or added in number.

Based on the description of the above input components, it can be concluded that the components are mutually require one with another and have the same interests in an effort to support the implementation of football athletes coaching program at SMA Negeri sport Ragunan Jakarta. So that athlete coaching program can gain optimum success. When this is not realized it is definitely difficult for this athlete coaching program to achieve satisfactory results. So therefore the constraints that exist in the input components above, need to be provided, repaired, fixed properly so that the success of this athlete coaching program can be achieved immediately.

3. Output
The success criteria of output evaluation is the contribution of athletes in the event and national and international football competition, the implementation activities of both categories and direct products in the form of pleasure, satisfaction, motivation of athletes when undergoing coaching program in good condition. With such conditions, then the output of football athletes coaching program that run can be said to succeed.

Based on the findings in the field, determined that the evaluation of output is in the category of actuality or moderately good / adequate means still need improvement and improvement. Actually, the findings in the field, the participant aspect is quite good, where the athletes are involved in the event / competition at the national level such as POPWIL, POPNAS, the king of Yogyakarta and Soeratin. Even at international level, athletes contribute to Beijing Cup championship, Subruto Cup in India, SKO competition in Thailand and U15 championship in Spain. But the competition is expected by the PSSI is a legal competition and regular and tiered, so that the process of athlete's ability evaluation can be measured systematically.

Further discussion of the activities of football athletes development, diaman field findings indicate that the implementation of training activities activities quite well including learning support tools include semester program, this year has been agreed by the coach and the manager when the contract process is done. The active learning of athletes when the implementation of the coaching program is also quite good because the interest of athletes learning in the implementation process of coaching program is quite high.

The standard of fulfillment of consumption intake and nutritional needs of athletes is good especially for PPOP football team of DKI Jakarta, nutrient intake is very good. However, for SKO Kemenpora football team is still below the standards, as expressed by one of the board of kemenpora that nutritional intake for athletes has not been maximal still below the standards that should, and yet there is no nutritional needs of athletes. This problem must be solved immediately, that is by allocating more funds from the government, then the catering managers must be highly qualified.

Furthermore, the schedule and execution of supervision must be planned, scheduled with good supervision report document, this is done so that the coaching program can be well controlled. The promotion and degradation system of athletes is good, if there are athletes who are not progressing then they will be degraded and returned to their parents if there is an athlete whose development is very good, then the manager / coach will promote it to the national soccer team.

From field observation also found that still need improvement to support the success of coaching activity that is coach have to make planning of variation of exercise program so that athletes do not feel saturation during exercise activity, application of strategy and method of athlete development should be improved so that result can be according to standard of PSSI, AFC even the FIFA standard so that the implementation activities of coaching can be categorized successfully.

The results of field observations on direct products show that athletes already feel the pleasure and satisfaction in the implementation of the program so that athletes are more motivated to undergo coaching, but with routines that take place every day and the same environment makes athletes often feel saturation in implementing the program, psychology to provide motivation in addition to trainers / staff themselves, maybe this should be a little improvement so that direct products are good and can meet the criteria of program success.

From the output components described above, it can be concluded that in order to meet the target of the success criteria of the soccer athlete development program, the participation, activities and direct products of athlete coaching should be improved even better so that the coaching program of soccer athletes at the State Sports High School Ragunan Jakarta is achieved optimally and meets the target of program success criteria.

4. Outcome
The success criteria for outcome evaluation is the impact of short, medium and long term is good. With such conditions, the coaching program athletes who run football can be said to succeed. Based on the findings in the field, indicating that the evaluation of outcome is in the category of topicality or good enough / adequate.

The short-term impact of the athlete’s football coaching program is that athletes have been able to implement their own knowledge (tactics), apply the skills (techniques), physical condition of athletes sesuai PSSI standards and the average value of athletes learning test results are high, sydah graduation certificates are quite good. The findings in this field indicate that athletes already feel there is a significant increase in terms of tactics, techniques and physical conditions. This is also evidenced by the results of athlete development reports that are always carried out by the team of coaches. When compared to athletes of his age, athletes at SMA Ragunan are above average.

Furthermore, the findings of mid-term outcomes from the soccer athlete coaching program are the achievement of medium-term outcomes are considered good, including: behavior change athletes and behave / behave as an athlete classified so champion with the spirit of togetherness of athletes after undergoing mentoring and mental enhancement of athletes classified as pertained good.

The aspect of the assessment of long-term outcomes is also quite good, where the achievement of athletes / alumni at the national level even at the international level, the quantity / number of alumni absorbed in the club are also numerous, but the alumni welfare is not guaranteed as well as the attention of local governments, center, quite good. Actually this improvement has started to be seen where the alumni of Ragunan is a bone, when they graduate high school, athletes can get into the TNI, POLICE, government agencies, even university clubs are happy to recruit these athletes, one factor is the physical condition of the athletes has been tested and is above average, but this still must continue to be encouraged and there needs to be agreement between the manager and related institutions / stakeholders. One of them is done by Kemenpora with the State University of Jakarta who signed MOU Memorandum on achieving athlete achievement, where the athletes can continue to study at university while the cost of education is borne by the university and the cost of life is borne by kemenpora.

In outcomes components of athlete coaching program described above, it can be concluded that the components are already considered good although there is still a need to be addressed. Because these components can not be separated from each other and support each other in the implementation of athletes coaching program so that the success criteria of the program can be fulfilled. If this is not immediately addressed, it will lead to various obstacles in achieving the success of football athletes coaching program in this school.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the evaluation and discussion, furthermore it can be drawn conclusions on all aspects of evaluation that includes the evaluation of the situation, input, output and outcome evaluation for the implementation of football athletes coaching program at the State Sports High School Ragunan. In detail can be described, as follows:

1. Situation

The situation of SMA Negeri Sport Ragunan complex can be drawn conclusion in good enough / adequate condition, covering situation of internal environment, situation of external environment and situation of wide area of movement. So the situation of school complex with good enough condition, automatically still not fulfill the criteria of success of coaching program of soccer athlete, not yet fulfill the criterion of situation to become the training center of nation athlete athlete expected, specially to print athletes with national and even international standard capability. This indirectly still has not helped the launching of a government program to become a place for gold generation children to be athletes at the pinnacle of achievement.
2. Input

Input in the football athlete coaching program at the State Sports High School Ragunan this, concluded not yet support the smooth process of athlete coaching program activities with good / adequate. Inputs in this program include; athletes, trainers, funds, partners, means of infrastructure, methods and management of athletes coaching programs. With the excellent input / adequate is the competence of trainers and coaching methods, then functioned very well in this program, then by itself the inputs that exist in this program has helped in facilitating the process of athlete coaching activities. However, adequate inputs / sufficient athletes, funds, partners, infrastructure and program management, have not functioned well in this program, so this input has not contributed to the success of football athletes.

3. Outputs

The next conclusion is that the outputs of the athlete coaching program at SMA Negeri Sport Ragunan have not contributed very well / sufficiently, so it must be done immediately and improvement especially the participation of athletes should often be involved in competition / league which is legal and regular at national and international level. Then the activity of the training program should be made varied, carried out consistent supervision. Then the athletes should be given seeing motivation so as not to experience saturation while following an athlete coaching program. In other words, through participation, activity and direct good product, the outputs issued have not experienced a very significant success. This is certainly with the support of the situation and input program of football athletes training is good enough, the athlete coaching program has not been able to obtain success in accordance with the success criteria of athletes coaching program established

4. Outcomes

Then, the outcomes / impacts of the athlete coaching program generated have altered the knowledge (tactics), skills (techniques) and athlete's physical condition, behavior, personality, mental athletes are getting better. Nanum achievement, participation of local and central government, and the welfare of alumni still need to be refined and addressed. Thus, the outcomes of the football athlete coaching program have undergone significant progress and progress, both for athletes, alumni, parents, managers / coaches, community and even government.

With the support of the situation, the input and output of football athletes coaching program which is only categorized good enough, then give impact very good outcome, athlete coaching program can get success according to success criteria of athlete coaching program that set. So it should all stakeholders give serious attention to this football athletes coaching program.
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